Moffitt Cancer Center's 20th Annual Current Perspectives in Oncology Nursing Conference is designed for oncology nurses or nurses interested in oncology at all stages of their careers. Topics and speakers have been chosen to expand the knowledge of the novice, apply knowledge gained for the more proficient and challenge the expert oncology nurse.

Joining us as our keynote speaker is Scott Hamilton, Olympic Gold Medalist, cancer survivor, member of Moffitt’s Board of Advisors, and author of *Fritzy Finds a Hat: A Gentle Tale to Help Talk with Children About Cancer*.

This event is pending oncology-related CEs under Florida Board of Nursing provider number FBN 50-3184. No partial credit will be given.

**PRICING**
Moffitt Team Members: $45, non-Moffitt attendees: $99

For more information and to register, click here.